
Sew Butterfly Cushion
Instructions No. 1704
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 45 Minutes

In the springtime it is time to redecorate and get cheerful colours into the four walls or on terrace and balcony. Our sewing instructions
show you how to sew a beautiful cushion in the shape of a butterfly. These instructions are also suitable for sewing beginners. The only
thing you need is a sewing machine.

This is how you sew the butterfly:
Download the template and cut it out. Now lay your fabric right on top of each other, which means that the "nice" sides of the fabric lie on top of each other.
Place the pattern on the fabric break and transfer it 2x to your fabric. Now cut out the transferred form with about 1 cm seam allowance. If you now unfold your
cut fabric, you will get two pieces of fabric that are shaped like a butterfly 

Place these pieces of fabric right on top of each other, pin them together and sew them together. Leave an opening open for turning. If necessary, shorten the
seam allowance to approx. 0.5 cm after sewing together. Now turn your pillow and fill it with cotton wool. The last step is to sew up the opening. You can do
this with the sewing machine or with a magic stitch by hand. 

Finally, you can decorate your pillow as you wish, for example with a decorative Ribbon or with stylish buttons. 

And a fashionable highlight is already ready. How about a place of honour on your sofa or as a cuddly cushion on your balcony or terrace?

Dear sewer, as fabrics are seasonal goods and we always want to have trendy fabrics in stock for you, it can happen that the sewn fabric is no longer in our
range.

In our fabric section you will find a large selection of great fabrics. Click here to discover all the fabrics.

Article number Article name Qty
232494 Fill wadding, white, 1,000 g 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/baumwoll-stoff-kleine-bluemchen-115-cm-breit-meterware-a193257/
https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/fill-wadding-white-1-000-g-a6026/
https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/taffeta-ribbon-basic-25-mm-a191565/
https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/fabrics-and-sewing-accessories/fabrics-a-z/
https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/fabrics-and-sewing-accessories/fabrics-a-z/


391054 Cotton fabric "Wales" 1
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